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Module 1: Day after day
New vocabulary page 11:
Appearance

the way that someone or something looks

Character

the qualities that make up someone’s personality

Habit

something that you do often or regularly, often without thinking about it

Teenager

a young person between the ages of 13 and 19

Lifestyle

the type of life that you have, for example the type of job or house you
have or the type of activity you like doing

Zone

an area that has an important or typical feature

Foreign

from another country, or in another country

Hang out

(INFORMAL) to spend time in a particular place or with particular people

Idioms
 Go

shopping

to the cinema
 Play

to the library
sports
Computer games

 Send text messages
 Hang out with friends

• Learn foreign languages
• Surf the net

• Watch a DVD

Note:
We add verb –ing after some verbs. For examples: love – like – not mind – not like
– hate.
Examples: she likes playing basketball.
She plays basketball.
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1.a: Profiles
New Vocabulary:
Profile

a description of a person, group, or organization that contains all the
details that someone needs

Ghost

the spirit of a dead person that someone sees or hears

Machine

a piece of equipment that does a particular job by using electricity,
steam, gas etc

Afraid of = scared

frightened, for example because you feel you are in danger

Manage

to deal successfully with a problem or difficult situation

Overcome

Successfully deal with / control

Gang

a group of young people who spend time together and often cause
trouble

Catchphrase

A phrase somebody says very often / is known for

The brains

The one who makes the important decisions / plans something
successfully

Fashion

the activity or business that involves styles of clothes and people’s
appearance

Martial arts

Methods of fighting which have come from the Far East, usually
without the use of weapons (e.g. Karate, Judo)

Leader

someone who is responsible for or in control of a group, organization,
country etc

Split up

to divide into smaller groups, or to divide people into smaller groups

Collar

the part of a coat, shirt, or dress that goes around your neck

Pronounce

Says something using sounds

Snacks

a small amount of food that you eat between meals

Danger-prone (adj) Somebody who tends to get into dangerous situations
Plump

Slightly fat, in a pleasant way. This word is often used to avoid saying
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fat, which is impolite
Fair

fair hair is blonde (=light yellow) or very light brown in colour

Clumsy

Awkward in movement or manner in handling things

Magazines

a large thin book with a paper cover, containing reports,
photographs, stories etc, usually published once a month or once a
week

Important Notes:
 What is she like? → character (easy-going – clever – sporty – careful –
clumsy – elegant – friendly – funny – sweet – cool – silly – polite .. etc)

 What does she look like?/ How does she look? → appearance
- Body shape (thin– slim – plump … etc)
- Height (How tall / long?): (tall – short – long … etc)
- Age: (teenager – old – young … etc)
-Hair: (brown – curly- fair … etc)

Idioms:
 Get into trouble

• ask for help

• play the guitar

Note:
 quite = very

• quiet = not noisy

Examples: The party was quite (very) amazing.
The baby was so quiet (not noisy).
 beautiful, pretty → girls, women

• handsome → boys, men

Examples: My sister is very beautiful and my brother is handsome.
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1.b: Help around the house:
New Vocabulary:
Mop

(v) to wash a floor using a mop
(n) a stick with a sponge, soft material attached to it, used for
washing floors

Chores

an ordinary job that must be done regularly

Couch

a long low comfortable seat that two or three people can sit on

Until

happening or done up to a particular point in time, and
then stopping

Instead

A substitute or replacement

Seldom = rarely

not often

Water the plants

To give the plants water in order to feed it

Laundry

dirty clothes that you are washing, or clean clothes that
have just been washed

Idioms
 don’t help with + (noun or v-ing)


pick up the pace: to speed up doing something

• sit still

 on the move: to be busy and active
 keep it up: to continue doing something
 tidy

your room

• make

Your desk

your bed
your breakfast

 mop the floor

• wash the dishes

• cook dinner

 walk the dog

• set the table

• take out the rubbish

 dust the furniture


cut the grass

• clear the table
• do the laundry
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• water the plants
• iron your clothes

1.c: Fun days:
New Vocabulary:
Theory

one or more ideas that explain how or why something happens

Nationalities

the legal status of being a citizen of a particular country

Label (v)

to use a word or phrase to describe someone or something

Find out

to discover a fact or piece of information

Hang out

to spend time in a particular place or with particular people

Come around

to go to a place where someone is (especially a house)
in order to visit him

Chat with

to exchange messages with someone using a computer

Idioms:
 Have breakfast
 Do the homework
 Help my mum cook
Note:
Country

Nationality

Language

Egypt

Egyptian

Arabic

England

English

English

Britain

British

English (British)

America (USA)

American

English (American)

France

French

French

Italy

Italian

Italian

Scotland

Scottish

English
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Important note:
We use capital letters:
 To start a sentence. Ex: They went outside.
 With people’s names. Ex: Sam and Mark are playing.
 With countries, nationalities and languages. America, American, English
 With days and months. Tuesday, March
 With the pronoun “I”. I’m Sara.
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1.d Culture corner:
New Vocabulary:
Britain

GB (Great Britain) often extends to include surrounding islands that
form part of England, Scotland, and Wales. It’s the largest island of
Europe.

Category

a group of people or things that have similar qualities

Soap operas

a television or radio series about the imaginary lives of a group of
people.

Citizenship

the legal right to be a citizen of a particular country

After-school clubs
(ASC)

Activity takes place or happening after school, in the afternoon

Teens

the years of your life between the ages of 13 and 19

Karate

a way of fighting from Japan in which people hit each
other using their hands, feet, arms, and legs.

Dance clubs

A club designed for people to dance in

Teenage

between the ages of 13 and 19

A bit

a piece or part of something

Idioms:
 On the telly (TV)
 IT (Information Technology)
 Do skateboarding

• do rollerblading
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Choose the correct answers:
1. These twins are almost the same in (zone – appearance – form). You can
never tell who is who.
2. He’s an adult now. He is no longer a (girl – teenager – kid).
3. He wanted her to love him but she put him in the friend (place – region –
zone).
4. She doesn’t like to sit alone at home. She always hangs (on - out – in) with
her friends.
5. She has a very good (appearance – character – lifestyle). She is very friendly.
6. She is always hanging around and having parties. Her (work – study –
lifestyle) doesn’t suit her parents.
7. This isn’t from Egypt. It’s (local – handmade – foreign).
8. At the weekend, they (see – look – watch) a DVD.
9. She reads at night. That’s one of her (habits – characters – appearances).
10. Whenever she is bored, she (does – goes – makes) shopping.
11. I encourage my girl to (have – do – learn) foreign languages.
12.His (catchphrase – profile – collar) helped him to get this job.
13.When the light went out, she was (sad – scared – happy). She is afraid of
darkness.
14.To be fit you need to (make – exercise – play) sports every day.
15. My child is either (doing – playing – making) computer games or (sitting –
surfing – learning) the net.
16.Mike loves (playing – play – plays) football.
17.Most companies use (men – machines – workers) nowadays to get work
done faster.
18.She got inside the lift alone. She managed to (come – overcome – go
through) her fear of lifts.
19.That old dark abandoned house is said to be full of (men – women – ghosts).
20. Whenever he meets his (teacher – gang – student), there is trouble in the
city.
21.She always knows what to wear and when. She cares a lot about (fusionist –
fashion – seasons).
22.We all have to obey the orders of our (student – colleague – leader).
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23.He had his (collar – tie – shoes) turned up against the cold.
24.She always says, ‘Oh My Gosh!’. That’s her (word – sentence –catchphrase).
25.Whenever we want to think of something to do, we ask Karen. She is the
(brain – mind – brains) of the group.
26.I’d like my boy to learn (martial – fine – decoration) arts to defend himself
whenever in danger.
27.I find some Japanese words very difficult to (say – pronounce – tell).
28.There was no table for all of us so we had to (divide – split – form) up into
two groups.
29.She usually eats (meals – dishes – snacks) between meals.
30.My mother isn’t slim. She is sort of (thin – plump – apple).
31.I love to watch the photos of celebrities in (magazines – stories – novels).
32.I couldn’t do it myself. So, I asked (to – for – with) help.
33. I always go to get my boy out of the police station. He is a (dangerous –
danger – terror)-prone.
34.The brown haired parents were surprised with their (brown – dark brown –
fair) haired daughter.
35. My son always (puts – gets – makes) into trouble with his friends.
36.Jane (does – plays – makes) the guitar well.
37.My son has broken three glasses this week. He is so (careful – clumsy –
patient).
38.This man is so (handsome – beautiful – pretty).
39.Whenever I want to relax, I sit on this (chair – couch – table).
40.If you don’t have bread, we can eat pizza (too – so – instead).
41.In summer you have to (water – drink – feed) the plants every morning.
42.The place was so noisy for her. She needed to sit in a (quiet – quite – quit)
place.
43.We do our (works – chores – jobs) at the weekends to help our parents.
44.She didn’t stop playing (until – to – for) her father had come.
45.We see each other once a year. We (always – usually – seldom) meet.
46.The floor is full of water. My mother was (sweeping – mopping – dancing).
47.Suzan is the one who is responsible for (making – washing – doing) the
laundry.
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48. My brother is so lazy in tidying his room. He needs to pick up the (space –
pace – face).
49.My sister is always (on – in – at) the move. She’s always doing things.
50.My brother never (does – has – makes) his bed before leaving the room.
51.After washing this blouse, I need to (clean – iron – mop) it.
52.Mary doesn’t (do – help – make) with cleaning.
53.She sat (until – still- till) when she saw the rat on the floor.
54.Mark has lost a lot of weight. We encourage him to (do – keep – make) it up.
55.“Germs caused diseases” that is the (saying – story – theory).
56.Tom’s (country – place – nationality) is Italian.
57.My daughter is the one that (feeds – drinks – walks) the dog around the
house every morning.
58.Carla found (in – at – out) that her husband wasn’t at work as he had said.
59.She is so shy to talk face to face. She prefers to (talk – write – chat) with
people online.
60.Students should (make – do – answer) their homework daily.
61.Jane is (Britain – British –England).
62.We shouldn’t (make – label – find) these girls as bad because of their
clothes.
63.I promised to come (to – around – with) after work to my aunt.
64.I often (eat – make – have) my breakfast at 10 am.
65.Martha usually helps her mother (give – make – do) dinner.
66.We’ll put the difficult words in a separate (team – category – place).
67.Scotland is in (England – Wales – Britain).
68.After living in France for five years, we applied for the French (citizen – city –
citizenship).
69.(Boxing – Karate – Judo) is a way of fighting from Japan in which you use
your hands, feet, arms and legs.
70.My son (does – makes – plays) skateboarding.
71.Grand Hotel was one of the best (programs – soap operas – films) that we
saw last Ramadan.
72.As a parent, Monica faced problems with her son as a (teenage – teen – ten).
73.My niece loves (making – playing – doing) rollerblading.
74.I’ve watched the final episode yesterday (at – in – on) the telly.
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Writing Composition
1. Write six sentences about:

Your favourite cartoon character
Guiding words:
Beautiful / handsome – like – help her/his - sister – strong - kind - happy.
Suggested questions to be answered:
 Who is she/he?
 What is she/he like?
 What did she/he like?
 Did she/he help her/his sister?
 Was she/he strong?
(1)
My favourite cartoon character is Bugs Bunny. He is a tall slim grey rabbit.
He is clever and funny. He likes eating carrots. He can dig tunnels and run very fast.
Bugs Bunny’s catchphrase is “Er...What’s up doc?”
(2)--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2. Write six sentences about:
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A typical Monday
Guiding words:
Get up – my bed- breakfast – school –afternoon - lunch – plants –homework –
rubbish – computer games- TV – bed.

(1)

I get up at7:00. I usually make my bed, then I have breakfast. I often walk to

school. I have lunch at 12:30 at the school canteen. My mum usually picks me up
from school at around 3:30 pm. When i get home, I do my homework and then I
sometimes watch TV for a while. I always have dinner at 8 pm and then I often play
computer games. I go to bed at 10 pm.

(2)---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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3. Write a paragraph of six sentences about:

Your favourite day
Guiding words:
Friday – breakfast- club – play – friends - grandparents – home.
Suggested questions:
 What is it?
 What do you do in the morning?
 Where do you go?
 What do you do there?
 Who do you meet there?
 Where do you go in the evening?
 Are you happy at the end of the day?
(1)
Saturday is my favourite day. I usually get up late and then watch
cartoons on TV. Sometimes, I tidy my room.
In the afternoon I usually eat lunch with my family. After lunch I often
play football in the park and hang out with my friends.
In the evening, I often go the cinema or go bowling. If the weather is
bad I sometimes watch a DVD. I always stay up late on Saturdays and go to
bed after 11 pm. Saturdays are fun!
(2)------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------16

Dialogues

Supply the missing parts in the following dialogues:
(1)Mother: Hello?
Sam: Hi. …………………………. Is Danny there, please?
Mother: ……………………………………………… I’ll get him.
Danny: Hello?
Dan: Hi, It’s Dan.
Danny: Hi, Dan! How are you?
Dan: I’m fine. Are you free on Saturday evening?
Danny: yes, I am.
Dan: ………………………………………………. the cinema?
Danny: Yeah, ………………………………………………. When would you like to meet?
Dan: How about 7:30 at the train station?
Danny: …………………………………………… See you there.

(2)Tom: Were you at home yesterday?
John:………………………………………………………………………………….
Tom:………………………………………………………………………………….?
John: I went to my grandma’s house yesterday.
Tom:…………………………………………………………………………………….?
John: I went with my mother.
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(3)Suzy: Hi! Sally. How are you?
Sally: Hi! Suzy……………………………………………..
Suzy:………………………………………………………………………………..?
Sally: I’m going to the supermarket.
Suzy:………………………………………………………………………………….?
Sally: Yes, you can come with me. You are welcome.
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Module 2: Let’s celebrate!
New vocabulary page 21:
Celebrate (v) To do something enjoyable in order to show that an occasion or event is
special
Festivals

Series of performances that is usually organized in the same place at the
same time each year

Celebrations A party or a special event to celebrate a certain event.
(n.)
Traditions

a very old custom, belief, or story

Superstitions a belief that things such as magic or luck have the power to affect your life
Moods

the way that someone is feeling

Postcards

a small card that you write on one side of and send to someone in the post

Message
board

a system in which a group of Internet users regularly write email
messages about a particular subject for other members of the group to read

Idioms
 Throw snowballs
 Watch a contest


Dance in the streets

 Wear costumes
 Watch a parade
 Fly Kites
 Make snow sculptures
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2.a: Special Days
New Vocabulary:
Carving sculptures

shaping a substance such as stone as an art

Quebec

A city in Canada

Relatives

a member of your family, especially one who does not live with you

Capital

the city where a country or region has its government

Greetings

Polite words or signs of welcome that you say or do when you meet or
welcome someone.

Fiesta time

(In Spain) a large public celebration, especially a religious one with
dancing and music

Street parade

a public celebration in which a large group of people move in the
street, often with decorated vehicles and bands playing music

Competition

A contest in which people who are trying to win prizes do efforts

Exciting (n.)

interesting and full of action

Carnival

a lively festival in which people walk through
the streets playing music, dancing, and often wearing unusual colorful
clothes

Excited (v.)

very happy and enthusiastic because something good is going to
happen,

Christmas Eve

the day or evening before Christmas Day

Idioms:
 Staying at

• See you soon

• Showing me around

 I can’t wait • Climbing on top of each other

• Take care

 Wear masks
 Throw streamers: coloured strings thrown in the air for celebration
 Have a great time
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2.b: Celebrations:
New Vocabulary:
Popular

a popular activity liked or admired by many people

Full moon

the moon when it looks like a complete circle

Apologise

to tell someone that you are sorry for doing something wrong or
for causing a problem

Celebrate

to do something enjoyable in order to show that
an occasion or event is special

Catch

to stop and hold something that is moving

Throw

to use your hand to send an object through the air

Decorated

to make a place/ an object look more attractive by adding nice things to it

Dirty

not clean

Rafts

a simple flat boat made by tying long pieces of wood together

Believe

to accept that something is true, especially without a proof

Thailand

A country in the Far East

Polluting

to make air, water, or land too dirty and dangerous for people to use in
a safe way

The Thais

someone from Thailand / the official language of Thailand

Sunbathe

to sit or lie in the sun to tan your skin

Idioms
 Light candles

• Put on masks

• Have fun

 Throw sweets from decorated cars

• Put on red noses

• Have a lesson

 Wear funny clothes
 Carry away bad luck: get rid of bad luck
 Last-minute shopping: wait till the last minute to get something
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2.c: Festivals:
New Vocabulary:
Poems

Writings that express emotions, ideas and experiences, usually using
short lines with words that rhyme

Round

Shaped like a circle

Bright

Shining strongly with plenty of light

Autumn

The season between summer and winter

Last (v)

Continue for a particular length of time

Prepare

Bring all what you need to make a meal or substance

Traditional

Being part of the beliefs and habits of a country or a group of people

Harvest season

The time of year when crops are gathered from fields

Lady

A woman of a particular age

TV reporter

someone whose job is to discover information about news events and
describe them on television

To present

to show something in a particular way so that people have a particular
opinion about it

Idioms:
 Give a speech/Make a speech • Reason for

• Hangs high

 Get together

• On that day

• Sing poems

 Symbolises beauty

• Make a wish

• Dreams come true

Important note:
We use the following words as sequence connectors:
 First - Then/next - On that day – Before – After – Later
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2.d Culture corner:
New Vocabulary:
Locals

People from a particular place

Record

The biggest, highest, fastest level reached

Famous

Known by many people in many places

Carving (n.)

Cutting a pattern into something

Rule

An official instruction that says how things must be done

Carve (v.)

Cut a pattern into something

To fit

To be the right size

Spitting

Forcing something such as food or drink out from your mouth

Taste

To try food to see what it’s like

Crown (v)

To honour or reward

Queen

A woman that is considered to be the best at a particular activity or thing

Ride

To travel in a vehicle driven by another

Note:
Plurals (revision)
Melon

Melons

Apple

Apples

Orange

Oranges

Watermelon

Watermelons

Strawberry

Strawberries

Banana

Bananas

Pineapple

Pineapples
23

Pear

Pears

Avocado

Avocados

Grape

Grapes

Cherry

Cherries

Peach

Peaches
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Choose the correct answers:
1. It’s Sara’s birthday. Let’s (celebrate – celebration - celebrities) together.
2. Each year, we’re having this (celebration – festival – tradition) at the
pyramids.
3. The colour of your outfit and your hair style usually reflect your (celebration
– mood – postcard).
4. It’s a (tradition – festival – celebration) that we he hold a celebration on the
7th day of a baby’s birth in Egypt.
5. He has been used to send us (celebrations – moods – postcards) at feasts
since he travelled abroad.
6. There are (festivals – traditions – celebrations) all over the country after
winning the final match.
7. She was sad and concerned when seeing a black cat as she believes in
(traditions –superstitions – celebrations).
8. Children and adults enjoy (making – throwing – dancing) snowballs and
(throwing – making – dancing) snow sculptures in winter.
9. While walking down the streets, we (flew – made – watched) a parade.
10. When we were children, we used to (throw – fly – dance) kites in the sky.
11. We were very (excited – sad – bored) watching the (Opera – street –
theatre) parade.
12. In a (yahoo conversation – message board – facebook chat), you allow other
members to read your e-mails.
13. Our (people – relatives – neighbours) in Canada live in (New York – Paris –
Quebec).
14. We spent our day off (dancing – wearing – watching) the contest.
15. In the faculty of Fine Arts, students learn how to (carve – cut – stick)
sculptures.
16. In festivals, people (throw – wear – watch) costumes and (dance – make –
watch) in the streets.
17.People eat turkey on Christmas (night – afternoon – Eve).
18.I can’t (go – wait – watch) to attend the national (competition – streamers –
fiesta) where competitors compete.
19.The girls were (dancing – throwing – taking) streamers in the air.
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20.My aunt sent us her (greeting – greed – greetings) through her postcards.
21. To finish all my graduation documents, I had to travel to the (house –
capital – club).
22.Nowadays, he’s staying (in – at – on) his uncle’s house.
23.In Spain, the (feast – festival – fiesta) time is a very (excited – exciting –
excitement) celebration.
24.People usually (wear – make – throw) masks in (competitions – carnivals –
celebrities).
25. It was the first time to visit the school’s carnival, so my nephew showed me
(at – on – around ) the place.
26. When they were about to go, Sara greeted John by saying, ‘(meet – have –
see) you soon’.
27.The cup was extremely hot that George (caught – threw – put) it away as it
burnt his hand.
28.The children were (making – having – doing) a great time at their trip.
29.People should (thank – go – apologize) if they do something wrong.
30.After the ship wreck, passengers made a (ship – submarine – raft) of long
pieces of wood to get on it.
31. When the moon is in opposition to the sun, it’s a (full – complete- total)
moon.
32. The hall is (decorated – decoration – decorating) for the bride and the
groom.
33. In American football, you must have the skill of (holding – catching –
touching) the ball and throwing it far away too.
34. Jane (believes- thinks – remembers) in destiny.
35. In her 11th birthday, she (made – put – lit) 11 candles.
36.Clowns usually (make – do – put on) red noses to be funny.
37.Seeing many shops in the airport, she went last- (hour – minute – second)
shopping.
38.The (Egyptians – Thais – French) are people living in Thailand.
39.When she was in Hurghada, she wanted to have a tanned skin so she
(sunbathed – bathed – ran).
40.We (did – spent – had) fun in our last summer vacation.
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41.Some Native Americans believe that dream catchers (carry – take – put) away bad
luck and nightmares.
42.When people throw dirt in rivers, they (pollute – sunbathe – believe) water.
43.Reading her (story – poem – play) was a great fun especially the rhymed lines.
44.I like this TV (secretary – director- reporter) as he always (presents – offers – gives)
new events to people.
45. The sun is like a circle. It’s (bound – round – found) and bright.
46.The president listened to (old – traditional – new) songs in celebrating the National
Day.
47. The leaves of trees fall in (summer – winter – autumn).
48.Mum was (doing – preparing – offering) lunch yesterday evening.
49. (In – On – At) that day, her dreams (came – made – did) true after winning.
50.Farmers are always very busy in the (crops – harvest – digging) season.
51.Summer seems to (spend – last – do) longer each year.
52.After getting married, she is no longer a girl. She became a (princess – lady –
servant).
53.The reason (to – for – on) this party is celebrating her new job.
54.In China, the moon (symbolises – lasts – gives) beauty.
55.After the death of the King, his wife; the (Princess – Queen – Woman) set new
(crowns – records – rules) to declare to her people.
56.The school manager is (doing – making – having) a speech today at the parents
meeting.
57.In Sham El-Nessim, families (make – get – do) together to celebrate.
58. It’s so easy to tell the (people – locals – foreigners) from the tourists.
59.The stars (do – hang – make) high in the sky.
60.When an eyelash falls, it’s time to (give – make – do) a wish.
61. The team set a new (locals - record – famous) for most points scored in a game.
62.The couple (put – carved – did) their names into the tree.
63.This young lady was (crowned – crowded – done) Miss Egypt for two years.
64. The new shoes (make – do – fit) her perfectly.
65.After (eating – tasting – drinking) the new cake, he (spits – splits – speeds)
the food out of his mouth.
66.The king (ran – rode – walked) the train from London to Manchester.
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Writing Composition
1. Write six sentences about:

The weather in your country
Guiding words:
Cool-cold-rainy-windy-snowy-cloudy-freezing-sunny-hot-warm-dry-wet
Suggested questions to be answered:
 Where do you live?
 How about the weather at your country?
 Is it Hot or cold most of the time?
 Do you like it?
 What do you do to enjoy it?
 What do you prefer doing in such weather?

(1)

The weather in Egypt is very special. It’s warm most of the year but very
hot and sunny in summer. In autumn, it’s cool and sometimes windy and
cloudy. In winter, it often rains but it rarely snows. During spring, it’s usually
warm. I like summer because I go the beach and play with my friends.

(2)---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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2. Write six sentences about:

Your last birthday party
Guiding words:
On that day-Celebrate – invite – friends -Light candles – balloons -CelebrationsWear nice clothes – sing – play -Have fun-Decorated tables-Wear masks - .

(1)

My birthday is on the New Year’s Eve. On that day I celebrate with my
beloved ones. Last birthday party was amazing. I invited my friends on a
nice dinner prepared by my mother. We lit candles for the cake. We played
with colored balloons. I enjoyed the celebration so much. We wore nice
clothes. We sang funny songs. We played spin the bottle and we played
cards. We were happy to have unforgettable photos wearing masks and
sitting on the decorated tables.

(2)---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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3. Write a paragraph of six sentences about:

Sham El Nessim as a very special Egyptian event
Guiding words:
Monday – Breakfast- Club – Play – Friends - Grandparents –Eat smoked and Salted
fish-Coloured eggs.
Suggested questions:
 What is it?
 What do you do in the morning of Sham El Nessim?
 Where do you go?
 What do you do there?
 Who do you meet there?
 Are you happy at the end of the day?
(1)

Sham El Nessim is always the Monday after Easter. I wake in the
morning, having breakfast with my family. We eat the coloured eggs.
Then, we go to my Grandmother’s house. We eat smoked and salted
fish for lunch. Then, I go to the club to meet my friend there. I play
basketball with them.

(2)-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Dialogues
Supply the missing parts in the following dialogues:
(1) Jolie: What are you doing this weekend?
Sara: Oh, …………………………………………………
Jolie: Well, great. It’s my brother’s birthday this Saturday. He …………. 16. We’re
having a party. ………………………………………………………….. ?
Sara: ………………………………………. What time is the party?
Jolie: 8:00. Do you know where my house is?
Sara: No, I don’t actually.
Jolie: That’s OK. My dad can …………………………………. How about 7:30?
Sara: OK. ……………………………………………

(2)Anna : …………………………………………………?
Jack : yesterday I went fishing.
Anna : …………………………………………………?
Jack : I went with my father.
Anna : …………………………………………………?
Jack : we went there by car.

(3)Melo : where were you yesterday ?
Mark : …………………………………………………
Melo : what were you doing at home ?
Mark : …………………………………………………
Melo : what was your mum doing while you were watching TV ?
Mark : …………………………………………………
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Module 3: Characters larger than life

New vocabulary page 51:
Ability

the fact of being able to do something

Superhero

a character in a comic strip (=story told in pictures), film etc who has special
powers that can be used for saving people and fighting against evil

Legend

an old story about famous people and events in the past. Legends are not
usually true

Ancient

relating to people who lived thousands of years ago, and to their way of life

biography

a book that someone writes about someone else’s life.

Stretch (v)

to pull something to make it longer or wider

disappear

if someone or something disappears, they move somewhere where they
can no longer be seen

Fight

if people fight, they use guns or other weapons against each other

Idioms
 Spin webs : what spider man does as stretching his hands to get webs out of
them
 Burst into flames
 Have strength
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3.a: Superheroes
New Vocabulary:
Creator

Somebody who made or invented a particular thing

Incredible

surprising, or difficult to believe

Scientist

Somebody who works or is trained in science

Still (adj)

In spite of

Successful

Popular; well received

TV series

A daily or weekly programme with the same cast and format. For
example, Grand Hotel

TV show

A television programme like America’s got talent

Department

one of the sections in a government, organization, or business that
deals with one type of work

Create

to make something new or original that did not exist before

Change into

to stop being in one state, condition, or form and start being in another,
or to make something do this

Act like

Behave in a certain way

Hurt

Cause harm, either physical or emotional

Hunt

To chase somebody or something to catch them/it.

Become

Develop in a particular way

Idioms:
 What does it take to ….. ?
 Got angry
 Publishing company: a company that produces books, magazines, brochures
and other texts in print or electronic form.
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3.b: Superpowers:
New Vocabulary:
Superpower

a special power or ability that a fictional character has

Planet

A large round object in space

Rocket ship

a spacecraft that is driven by a rocket

Shy

nervous and embarrassed in the company of other people, especially
people who you do not know

Ordinary

Regular

Cape

A long, loose piece of cloth tied around the neck

Laser

a piece of equipment that produces a powerful narrow line of light. It
is used for cutting hard substances, directing the paths of missiles,
and in medical operations

Bring up

Raise

Grow up

To develop from being a child into an adult

Shoot

to fire a gun

Save

To protect or defend

See through

Ability to look past or into objects

Idioms
 Make fun of


Chat online



Work as

 Move to
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3.c: Fame:
New Vocabulary:
Fame

the state of being famous

Director

Person who gives instructions to actors and others working on a movie

Racing cars

Very fast cars designed for races

University

an educational institution after school where students study for degrees
and where academic research is done

Win awards

To get prizes for being the best in a competition

Scholarship

Money given to somebody by an educational organisation to help pay for
their education

Form

Create

Come out

if something such as a book or a film comes out, it becomes available to
buy or see

Earn

Achieve something deserved
Idioms:
 Break box office records: for example, Finding Dori being number 1 in the box office
 The rest is history
Note:
We use some words to link sentences as (because - so – too – also):
 Sentence + because + reason
Ex: She slept early because she was tired.
 Sentence + so + result
Ex: she was tired so she slept early.
 Too, also
for addition , Ex: Hend travelled to France last
summer. She went to Rome too. She has also been to Spain.
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3.d Culture corner:
New Vocabulary:
Sword

A weapon with a long pointed blade and handle

Stone

A large rock

Powerful

Physically strong

Magician

A man who can use magic

Thief –ves

People who steal from others

Pure heart

Morally good

Castle

A large and stately residence with high walls and towers for royalty and
nobility

Knights

Men of high rank trained to fight

Pull

Move or draw something toward oneself

Attack

Used violence to hurt a person or damage in a place

Die

to stop being alive

Promise

Declare that something will or will not be done

Explain

To say something in a clear and easy way

Build

Create or construct a structure

Rule over

Officially control a country and the people who lived there

Idioms:
 First born child
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Choose the correct answers:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Iron Man is one of the most beloved (ancients – superheroes – biographies).
Racers have the (legend – fight – ability) to run faster than ordinary people.
Cats and mice always (fight – stretch – disappear). They don’t like each other.
(Legends – Ancients – Biographies) are not usually true. They are stories for
morals.
5. Spiderman’s superpower is to (climb – hear – spin) webs.
6. In the morning, it’s very good for good health and fitness to (spin – stretch –
fight) your body, legs and arms.
7. (Legend – Biographies – Ancients) are real stories of people’s lives that
someone wrote.
8. Thousands of years ago, (Ancient – Legend – Superhero) Egyptians built the
Pyramids.
9. The Human Torch in The Fantastic Four can (stretch – spin – burst) into flames.
10. Superheroes always (have – need – spin) strength.
11. He got hurt in the rehearsals. (Still – And – So), he made it to the finals.
12. I can’t find my mobile phone, it (fought – stretched – disappeared).
13. Ahmed Zewail was a famous (scientist – department – science).
14. Hulk (changes into – goes to – creates) a monster when he (spun – got –
made) angry.
15. He made his mother proud of him as his results were (terrible – bad –
incredible).
16. My father is used to watch a TV (department – scientist – show) at night.
17. Pokémon Go’s (create – creator – department) wanted people to revive their
old memories of the old game.
18. Grand Hotel was a hit last Ramadan. It was a very (successful – publishing –
worse) TV (creator –series – company).
19. Surprised by her friends celebrating her birthday, Jane (became – hurt –
changed) speechless.
20. Sara works (in – as – at) a journalist in the political (scientist – department –
creator) in a publishing (school – hospital – company).
21. While playing in the playground, Andrew fell and (hunt – act – hurt) his leg.
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22. Superheroes are usually (became – created – hurt) to (act – have – hunt) bad
people.
23. She blushed all red when she stood in front of all the class as she is (clever –
bad – shy).
24. All superheroes have superpowers such as seeing (in – through – by) walls like
Spiderman.
25. The student was asking his teacher, ‘’ what does it (have – be – take) to
become clever?’’, She answered, ‘’Just study hard.’’
26. After his parents’ death, he was brought (in – up – through) by his uncle.
27. Sara Crewe was always (acting- being – playing) as a princess and that made
Lavinia angry.
28. Rocket (ships – cars – motorbikes) take people to other (streets – planets –
continents).
29. After they moved (to – at – in) New York, he (grew – brought – shoot) up
there and became an engineer.
30. Friends don’t (bring – hurt – make) fun of each other.
31. Spiderman’s uniform is always attached to the red (cap – cape – shirt) round
his neck.
32. Heroes (make – bring – save) people from crime and danger.
33. After his high grades in high school, he got a (gift – scholarship – rocket ship)
to Oxford (University – School – Dictionary).
34. Spiderman can (shoot – get – throw) lasers from his eyes.
35. Youssef Shahin (won – made – form) many awards as best (actor – director –
writer) for many films he directed.
36. Nancy doesn’t like talking on the phone, she prefers (speaking – chatting –
writing) online.
37. Celebrities suffer from (fire – fame – fats) as being famous is sometimes
annoying.
38. He worked a lot until he (earned – formed – won) his own company.
39. She travelled to Hurghada (so – because – too) she needed to have some rest
and fun (to – too – also).
40. As soon as “Avatar’’ Film came (in – on – out) in theatres, it (crashed – hurt –
broke) all the box office records.
41. Ancient (nights – knights – nuts) used to fight with (guns – swords – stones).
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42. Children like playing with small (racing – running – walking) cars.
43. After (earning – making – doing) Seven Academy Awards, George Lucas
needn’t to speak about his next works as the rest is (present – history – future).
44. She wanted to have some days off (because – so – to) she asked her boss for a
vacation.
45. (Thieves – Magicians – Creators) usually have a magical stick to practise magic
on things and people.
46. Kings usually (destroy – build – promise) castles to (run – rule – die) over their
people from it.
47. She is a good person. She has a pure (eye – heart – face).
48. Om Kalthoum (died – dead – dies) many years ago.
49. He (explained – promised – asked) his father not to fail again in any exam.
50. (Heroes – Thieves – Thief) attack people to steal from them.
51. I always get confused between (pull – attack – explain) and push signs.
52. I asked the teacher to (promise – explain – study) this part again.
53. Suzan named her first (burn - borned – born) child after her best friend.
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Writing Composition
1. Write six sentences about:

Your favourite superhero
Guiding words:
Incredible – help people – strong - kind – fight bad people – thieves .

(1)

My Favourite superhero is Spiderman. He is incredible. He helps people
whenever they are in need. He is strong and kind. He fights bad people who do
bad things. He catches thieves and helps the police catching them.

(2)---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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2. Write six sentences about:

Your last weekend
Guiding words:
Get up – TV – cinema – football – help with the housework – meet my friends –
club – home.

(1)

Every weekend, I love to go to the cinema and hang out with my friends.
Also, I have to help my mum with the housework. Last weekend, I got up
early. I watched TV and helped mum to wash the dished and mop the floor.
Then, I went to the cinema and met my friend in the club. I had dinner with
them. Then, I went back home. It was a nice weekend.

(2)---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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3. Write a paragraph of six sentences about:

A film you saw last Sunday at the cinema
Guiding words:
Amazing – the hero /heroine – the best friend – help to escape – have children –
happily ever after.

(1)

Last Sunday, I went to the cinema with my friends. I saw an amazing
movie in which the hero and the heroine were best friends who fell in
love with each other. The heroine was taken as a prisoner for money.
Her best friend faced lots of dangers till he was able to help her
escape. At the end of the movie, they bought a new house, got
married, had children, and lived happily ever after.

(2)-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Dialogues
Supply the missing parts in the following dialogues:
(1)Sara: Hi, Jane. How was your weekend?
Jane: Great! I went to the cinema.
Sara: ………………………………………………………… ?
Jane: Jupiter Ascending. It was brilliant.
Sara: ……………………………………………………………?
Jane: it’s a fantasy story about an ordinary working girl who found herself to be
the queen of planet Jupiter and kings from other planet wanted her dead.
Sara: …………………………………………
Jane: it is. There’s a lot of action and special effects.
Sara: …………………………………………………….. ?
Jane: Channing Tatum, Mila Kunis, Eddie Redmayne, Sean Bean.
Sara: ……………………………………………………. ?
Jane: at City Stars cinema until Sunday.
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(2) Anna: Where do you go every Friday?
Jack : …………………………………………………………………………………….
Anna : ………………………………………………………………………………… ?
Jack : I go to Play Tennis there.
Anna : Why do you stay at home on Saturdays?
Jack : ……………………………………………………………………………………

(3)Sue:………………………………………………………………………………………?
Maggy: I studied all my English lessons last Friday.
Sue: Why? Did you have an English exam last Saturday?
Maggy:……………………………………………………………………………………….
Sue: ………………………………………………………………………………………….?
Magy: No, it wasn’t difficult.
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Extra exercises for measuring comprehension
Complete the sentences with the suitable words:
Module 1:
1. Is she tall? Would you describe her ………..?
2. This man is really wise, he has a nice………..
3. Every Sunday I go to the cinema, it became a ………….
4. Mona is sixteen, she is a ………..
5. I go to concerts, I love travelling, this is my ……………….
6. Look! There is a garden with games in it, I think it is the kids………….
7. There is a job in the museum, it needs someone who speaks …………. languages.
8. Today I will leave work early, let’s ……………….. tonight.
9. I have a perfect baby sitter who is looking for work, take a look at her………….
10. I hate this movie, it is very scary, it talks about a…………lived in an empty house.
11. I need to go to the bank, I lost my ATM card in the……………
12. I don’t like cats I am………….them.
13. I don’t think I can ………….. a long walk today
14. Mark ……….. his difficulties to graduate with a first-class degree.
15. Mum, I am going out tonight, I will hang out with the……………..
16. A short phrase that many people know because a famous person often says it, is
called…………
17. Hellen and Monika are the most intelligent in the gang they are ….………..
18. I love to be updated with all new colors and styles of clothes, I love to be up-todate with………
19. Karate and Judo are……………..
20. Sir, this is a technical problem I can’t solve it, I have to go back to my ………….
21. Hey! We can’t find Ashley’s dog let’s …………. to search everywhere
22. This shirt is really dirty, take a look at the …………
23. How can I ……………… your name?
24. Thanks mum we are not hungry, we took some………………… when we were out.
25. He is brave and a risk taker, he is a ………………….
26. I gained some weight during this vacation, I became………….
27. Marly is blonde, she is………………….
28. Whenever I am stressed, I lose my concentration and became …………..
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29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.

Dad, while we are on our way, would you bring me some………..to read?
Mark, watch out, you spilt some milk, please………the floor.
You can go and play after you’ve done your………….
I bought a new…………… to put in front of the TV
Now you put the mixture in the oven…………. it is cooked.
If you don’t have a red pen you can use black ………….
We ………see each other anymore.
Here is the house keys, Please don’t forget to………….the plants during our trip to
Europe
Danny, please pick up ………….on your way home.
The ………..predicts low speeds and therefore safety.
When you travel abroad you meet different………………
She needs to………………….. all her pictures with the name and date.
Let’s read till the end of the story to…………..the mystery.
And here again the feast…………….
Donna is a nice girl, It feels good to…………. her
London is the capital of………..
Computer viruses fall into three broad ………..
“Friends” is a famous ………… people loved to watch whenever it is on TV.
Mary has an Egyptian …………
I participated in the basketball team in the …………………….
All ages in ………… are called teenage.
I took zomba class in a famous ………………..
I need to lose weight, I have to eat ………less food.

Module 2:
1. It is my birthday, let’s ……………
2. In Desiny Land people go there to enjoy the………….
3. Egyptian people usually commit with their ……………..
4. Whenever illiteracy and poverty exist, there are ……………….
5. I don’t know how to deal with people who have different…………….
6. Helen sent me several…………….during her trip to Europe
7. I am interested in statues, I took lesson in……………………..
8. ………………….is a city in Canada
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9. I love family gatherings, I see all my ………………….
10.Cairo is the ……………………of Egypt
11.My friend in Austria sent me his……………….on a nice postcard
12.Guess what! I saw West El Balad band in a ………………
13.These exams are really hard, the ………………….is getting tough.
14.Next Friday, we will go to Kidzania, it is really ………………….
15.Every Friday , Heliopolis celebrates a musical…………….in Korba
16.People usually celebrate …………..with family and enjoy making cookies and put
gifts at the Christmas tree.
17.Amr Diab is a ……………….singer
18.At the 14th of every month sky is bright because of the………………..
19.Mark, your sister is so angry because you hit her, you should go and ………………
20.I love to ………. the ball to my dog and he ……….it.
21.It is my daughter birthday, I booked a hotel room………………with many cartoon
characters.
22.Tom! Look how ………….. your clothes are, go clean up.
23.During our trip to Hurghada we took small…………….in the lake.
24.You have to ………………me, I didn’t do it, I am not lying
25.In our honeymoon we booked a trip to …………………..
26.All smells and poisons coming out of the cars are ……………..the air.
27.I love to stay at the sun and have a …………………..
28.This famous poet wrote a beautiful……..about Egypt.
29.I can’t find my book, I looked………………………..
30.I bought a nice …………………table that will fit in the living room.
31.You need to put some dark color in this painting, it is so………….
32.Now summer ends and we are beginning ………….
33.First impressions………….forever.
34.There are many mangos in the market these days, I guess it is the…………….
35.………in Red is one of my favorite bedtime stories
36.Youssef El Hussieny is a brave …………………..
37.In the meeting please give me 5 minutes to …………….. all my team members.
38.In Dubai, only 3% of the ………….. live in it.
39.Please press ………..button to start the video recording
40.Yousra is a …………….actress
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41.When I start a healthy diet, I begin my ………..to sugar
42.These days, power and money ………….the world.
43.You need to get the smaller size …………you more.
44.My dog annoys me with ………..all the time.
45.This cake is really delicious, you have to …………..it.
46.Last time on TV I saw ……………..Elisabeth gave her ……………..to Princess Caroline.
Module 3:
1. She is deaf, she doesn’t have the ……..to listen.
2. “Avengers” is one of the best movies I have ever seen, it is about………………
3. Picasso is not just a famous artist, he is a ……………………
4. I would love to go to the museum, I am interested in ………….Egyptian history.
5. The movie of “Ayam el Sadat” is telling us the story of Anwar El Sadat, it is his
…………….
6. I am really tired from the work out at the Gym, I have to …………..my muscles a bit.
7. Tony, can you help me find my pen, I looked everywhere, it ……………….
8. I don’t like this boy, we had a …………… last week.
9. God is the ………………… of the world.
10. My parents took us to Disney Land, it was ……………, we loved it.
11. Ahmed Zoel is a great ……………..
12. Are we late, or we ………….have time?
13. I want to work hard to be a ………………. person.
14. “Ta7t el Saytara” was a great ……………..
15. “Operah” was a great………………
16. Excuse me! I am looking for Mrs .Ghada Ibrahim.
You can find her in the English ………….
17. I need a new program in my computer, I will ask a specialist to …………….. a new
system.
18. When we put water in the freezer it ………………… ice
19. Nelly Karim in her latest work ………………… a psychopathic person.
20. Please don’t hit me, it ……………….
21. If someone made a sin, it will ………….. forever unless he confesses
22. I like Helen so much, I guess we will ……………. friends.
23. Superman has a …………….. that makes him fly.
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24. ………………… earth is the third …………. from the sun
25. The first ……………. went to the moon.
26. She talks a little, I guess she is …………. from us
27. Shady had an …………… job, he works from 9 to 5 everyday.
28. We attended the “Sound and Light” show at the pyramids, it was all lighted with
colored………..
29. Mothers exerted effort to ……………….. their children.
30. I want to become a doctor when I …………..
31. We had a new house, we ……………to nasr city last year
32. The policeman chased the …….. and …………….him.
33. My mother ………………….. a doctor.
34. The policeman chased the thief and …………..the lady.
35. Whenever my mother tells me something about someone, it happens, I believe
she ………………..people.
36. All famous actors loved their…………..
37. Youssef Shahin is a famous …………….
38. I am graduated from Cairo…………….
39. Amr Diab won the world musical …………
40. My cousin is a real hard worker she had a …………… in London to study there.
41. I read half of the story today and the …………… I will continue tomorrow.
42. What happened in the past became………………. take care of the future.
43. Zamalek football team ……………….the cup.
44. When I went to the embassy, they asked me to fill the application ……………..
45. “Avengers” ………….. in 2014.
46. “Titanic” …………………… many Oscar prizes.
47. The three musketeers raised their …………. and fought with one heart.
48. Gems are precious …………
49. The Hulk’s superpower is that he became physically …………….
50. The …………… is the one who makes magic tricks.
51. All babies have ………………. not yet affected with any bad.
52. In the movie, ……………..were brave and protected the Queen’s……………
53. The sign says …………… the door to open.
54. The lion……………. its prey.
55. The car hit the dog and it …………
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56. I …………… that if you succeeded in the exam, I will bring you a nice present.
57. This lesson is hard, I will ask my teacher to ………… more.
58. The pharos ………….. the pyramids.
59. Ahmed Shafik was in the elections to …………… the country.
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Reading
Comprehension
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Read the following passage and answer the questions:

Heroes
These newspaper articles tell the stories of three very brave young
people from different parts of the world and why they are heroes.
Haden Stusak is from Atlanta in the USA. One day, he was playing in
his grandma’s swimming pool with his best friend, Josiah. Haden was
practising diving when he saw Josiah at the bottom of the pool. He was
drowning. The adults did not see him. “ I was the only person who saw
him,” said Haden. Haden, who is six years old, quickly dived into the
pool. He dragged five-year-old Josiah out of the water. A few minutes
later Josiah was breathing again. Everyone called Haden a hero. “I ’m
not a hero,” said Haden. I’m just a good friend.”
Nine-year-old Lin Hao from China was having a Maths lesson with
thirty of his classmates when there was a huge earthquake. The school
building started to fall down. Lin and his classmates were trapped inside.
Lin was able to escape, but his friends were still in the building. Lin went
back into the building three times to rescue them. “It was my job to look
after my classmates”, he said.
Kiah Kurtzer, who is from Australia, was looking out of her bedroom
window one night when she saw that her neighbour’s bin was on fire.
Fourteen-year- old kiah first called the fire brigade, then she ran outside
to start to put the fire out. She used water from the garden hose to put
out the fire. Her neighbor came to help her. When the brigade arrived,
the fire was already out. “I was scared,” said Kiah, “but I think it’s
important to help your neighbours.”
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1-Do you think that Haden Stusak was a hero? Why?
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2-What happened when Lin Hao was having a Maths lesson?
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Choose the correct answer:
1-Lin helped his classmates because -----------------------------------------a-he wanted to be a hero.

b-he looked after his classmates.

c-he wanted to die.

2-Kiah Kurtzer ran outside the house to ------------------------------------a-escape.

b- call the fire brigade.
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c- put the fire out.

Grandpa’s new bike
Anna and Jack were staying at their grandpa’s house for the
weekend. They were looking at some old photos when they found a
photo of a teenage boy with a fantastic new bike. “Who’s that boy,
Grandpa?” asked Anna. Grandpa looked at the photo and laughed.
“That’s me over fifty years ago,” he said. “I really loved that bike.
It’s in my shed, but it’s old and broken now.” Grandpa went shopping.
While he was out Jack had an idea. “Grandpa hasn’t got a bike for him!”
he said. Jack and Anna ran to Grandpa’s shed and looked around.
“Look!” said Anna and pointed to an old bike. “It’s a great bike,” Jack
said. “But look _ one of the wheels has fallen off.”
Anna found some tools in a drawer and they mended the wheel.
They cleaned and polished the bike so it looked new again. They worked
very quickly because they did not have much time. Then they heard a
voice outside. Grandpa was back from the shops.
“Anna! Jack! Where are you?”
“It’s Grandpa!” said Anna.
Anna and Jack went outside and showed Grandpa the bike. He was
amazed and very happy. “That’s my old bike,” he said. “But it looks new
and shiny.”
“Yes. We mended it,” said Jack. “We put the wheel back on, and
polished it for you.” Grandpa was very pleased and excited.
“Let’s ride our bikes together this afternoon,” he said.
Anna and Jack were very happy. They all rode their bikes to the park and
had a wonderful picnic in the sunshine.
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Answer the following questions:
1-What were Anna and Jack doing? What did they find?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2-Why was Grandpa very pleased and excited?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Choose the correct answer:
1-Grandpa looked at the old photo and----------------------------.
a-cried

b-smiled

c-laughed

2-Anna and Jack were very happy because their grandpa asked them to ---------------------------------------.
a- mend his old bike.

b- ride their bikes together.

c- eat ice-cream together.
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Read the following passage and answer the questions:
One day, a shepherd put his dinner inside a hollow tree to keep it
safe. Then he went to look for his flock of sheep. A greedy fox watched
the shepherd. When the shepherd was out of sight, the fox ran to the
tree. The hole in the tree was quite small, but the fox breathed in,
pulled in his sides and squeezed inside.
When he was in the tree, the fox gobbled up all the shepherd’s
food until it was gone. Then he tried to get out of the tree. Because he
had eaten so much, the fox’s stomach was very fat. He tried and tried to
squeeze out of the tree. But it was no good. He was trapped.
The fox howled and howled with anger. One of his friends passed
the tree and heard all the noise. “There’s nothing I can do,” said the
friend. “You will just have to wait until you grow thin again. I hope the
shepherd does not return before then!”
The greedy fox howled even louder. He was cross with himself
because he was so greedy.
Moral: Think before you act.

 Why was the fox trapped inside the tree?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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 What is the moral lesson that you get from this story?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Choose the correct answer:
 The shepherd went to look for
 The fox

b- His food

c- Flock of sheep

 The hole in the tree wasn't quite
 Big

b- small
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c- brown

Life on the ice
The Arctic is a very cold place. Everywhere in the Arctic there is snow
and ice. It is very difficult for people to live there. But many polar bears
live there. How can polar bears live in such a cold place? How do they
look after their babies? And what do they eat there?
Polar bears have very thick fur. They also have a lot of fat on their
bodies. This helps them to stay warm.
Baby polar bears are called 'cubs'. Cubs are born in winter. Before the
cubs are born, the mother polar bear makes a hole in the snow. This
hole is called a 'den'. The mother looks after the cubs in the warm den.
At the end of winter the cubs are four months old. They can leave the
den. The mother and her cubs start walking. They walk across the ice to
the sea. They go there to find food.
Polar bears eat seals. Seals are animals that live on the ice and in the
sea. Polar bears are good at swimming. They can swim more than 80
kilometres to find seals to eat.
A polar bear's fur is white. This is the same colour as the snow and ice.
So it is difficult for seals to see a polar bear coming. This helps the polar
bear to catch seals. And polar bears need to eat a lot of seals. They need
to eat a lot of fat to help them stay warm!
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Answer the following questions:
 What kinds of animals live in the Arctic? How can they keep warm?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 What helps the polar bears to catch seals?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Choose the correct answer:
 Baby polar bears are called
 Cubes

b- Cubs

c- Den

 Baby polar bears are born in
 Winter

b- summer
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c- Spring

Story
(A Little princess)
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Chapter 1
School in England
Summary:
-Sara told her father that she was thinking about their house in India,
and that she didn’t like England.
-Sara must go to school in London, but her father must go back to India
to work.
-Sara and her father arrived at Miss Minchin’s school and met her.
-Sara wasn’t so beautiful; But Miss Minchin said so because she liked
rich girls.
-Mr. Crewe stayed for a week and bought expensive dresses, dolls for
his daughter, books and flowers for her room.
-Miss Minchin thought that Sara’s father spent too much on her dresses,
and she looked like a little princess not a school girl.
-Sara’s father left England and she was sad, but she wanted to be a good
girl for him.
-Sara was interested in people, books and telling stories.
-Sara’s best friend “Ermengarde” wasn’t good at school and Miss
Minchin was always angry with her.
- Sara helped her friend to learn her lessons with her stories.
-Lavinia was older than Sara, but Sara’s father was richer than Lavinia’s
father, so Lavinia didn’t like that.
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Complete:
1-Miss Minchin liked Sara because her father was---------------------2-Miss Minchin was angry with Ermengarde because she wasn’t -----------------------------.
3- Sara made new ------------------------ in the school.
4- She was good at telling --------------------------------.
5-Before Sara came, --------------------------- was the richest girl in school.
Answer these questions :
1-Why was Sara sad ?
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2-What was Sara interested in ?

3-Why didn’t Lavinia like Sara ?
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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4-What did Sara do when Lavinia said things about her? Why?
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

5-How did Sara help her friend Ermengarde with her lessons?
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Chapter 2
The Diamond Mines
Summary:
-Three years passed and Sara was still in the school.
-One day her father sent a letter and said that he will put all his
money into his friend’s diamond mines in India.
-Becky (the servant) cleaned the whole day, so she was always
tired, hungry and dirty.
-Sara tried to help Becky and she brought her food every day in her
room. Now Sara and Becky were friends without telling anyone in
Miss Minchin’s school.
-It was Sara’s birthday party when a lawyer came and told Miss
Minchin that Sara’s father died and his friend took all his money
and ran away.
- The lawyer said that Mr. Crewe had a bad fever, and when he
knew that his friend took his money, he got worse and died.
-The lawyer told Miss Minchin that she can’t let Sara out into the
streets, but she can let her work in the school because she didn’t
have any money.
-Miss Minchin told Sara that she must put a black dress because
her father died.
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-Miss Minchin told Sara that she will be a servant and sleep in the
servants’ room and work for her bread because now she doesn’t
have any money.
Complete:
1-A -------------------------- came to Miss Minchin’s school and told her that
Sara’s father died.
2- Sara’s father sent her a ---------------------------- and told her he will put
all his money in ----------------------------------------------.
3------------------------------------- and --------------------------------- thought that
Sara was a princess .
4-Miss Minchin wanted Sara to be a ------------------------------- and work
for her------------------------------- because she has no money now.
5-Becky cleaned the ----------------------------- and made the ---------------- all
day.
Answer the following question:
1-Why did Mr.Crewe decide to give all his money to his friend?
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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2-What happened when Mr. Crewe heard that his friend took his money
and ran away?
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

3-How did Sara help Becky ?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

4-What did Miss Minchin tell Sara to do?
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

5-What will Sara do in the school now?
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------66

Chapter 3
The new servant-girl
Summary:
- Sara slept in the attic, and worked all day like the other servants.
- Sara learned to clean floors, make fires and she ran upstairs and
down stairs all day.
-Sara’s has got only Becky as a friend.
-Ermengrade went to Sara’s room and told her she wanted to stay
as her friend.
-Sara never saw any one at the next attic window.
-One day Becky told Sara that an English Man is going to move to
the house next to the school.
Complete:
1-The first months of Sara’s new Life were very ………………………. but she
never ………………………………..
2-Sara never saw anyone in the next ………………………… , and Becky told
her that an ………………………………………. will move next door .
3-The gentleman moving next door lived for a long time in ……………………
4-Sara opened the window and fed the little pieces of
………………………………. To the ……………………………….
5-Ermengarde told Sara that she was her ………………….. and
………………………. can stop that.
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Answer the following questions:
1-Why didn’t Sara speak to Ermengrade ?
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2-What did Miss Minchin ask Sara to teach to the younger children?
Why?
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------3- Why did Sara want to be brave?
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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4-Who knows everything about the gentleman that will live next door?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------5-Who were Sara’s friends so far?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Chapter 4
Ram Dass and the monkey
Complete:
1-Sara’s life was very ----------------in the attic.
2-Sara heard a noise on the--------------- .She looked up, at the open
window was a small -----------------3-Winter came and there were no fires for --------------- ---------------.
Sara and Becky couldn’t sleep because of the -----------------.
4-Sara saw a child by the door of the shop, she gave her --------------------------------- because Sara thought that she is ----------------- than her.
5-Sara can’t walk quickly through the -------------- because her shoes are ----------------- and her ---------------- get very cold.
Answer these questions:
1-Was it difficult for Ermengarde to come up to Sara’s room in the attic?
Why?
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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2- What was the only one thing that Carmichael and Mr. Carrisford
always talked about?
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

3-Who is Mr. Carrisford? Why was he always unhappy?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

4-Mr.Carrisford ran away when things looked bad. Was it true?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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5-How was Sara acting as a princess?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Chapter 5
‘Am I dreaming?’
Complete:
1-Sara’s face was ----------------- and she looked so ----------------- because
the cook was----------------- so Sara had no --------------- and no --------------that day.
2-Ermengarde had a box in which there was a ------------ -------------She brought it to Sara’s room and they were all having a ----------------with Becky.
3-Sara looked round the room .There were some books .She opened the
--------------------------, there was some -------------- in it. It says, “To the ------------ in the attic. From a -----------------”.
4-Every evening, Sara found new things in the ------------- .There were
more warm ----------------for her and -----------------.There were -------------on the walls.
5-When Becky saw the monkey in Sara’s room, she was very --------------.
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Answer these questions:
1-What was the nice thing that happened on Sara’s bad day when she
had no food?
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2-How was Sara’s room different?
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------3-What was the thing that made Sara happier than having a wonderful
room and hot pies?
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4-Why was Miss Minchin angry the next morning of giving Sara a
punishment?
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Chapter 6
Lost and found
Complete:
1-Sara looked at Mr. Carrisford ----------------.My father died in ------------from a ---------------- two years ago.
2-Ermengarde was not ---------------- but she was a ------------- -----------for Sara.
3-Sara wrote a --------------- to Ermengarde and she carried it into the -----------------------.
4-Sara laughed ------------------.She knew that --------------- was the friend
who brought all the beautiful things to the attic.

Answer these questions:
1-Who was the first visitor to Mr.Carrisford’s house the next morning ?
Why was his face sad?
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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2-How was the day exciting for Mr. Carmichael after meeting Sara, the
servant?
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------3-How did Mr.Carrisford know that Sara was born in India?
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------4-Did the story end happily for Miss Minchin? Why?
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------5-What happened to Becky at the end?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Grammar
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Revision
Re-write the following:
1-I ---------- British and I ----------- two sisters.
2-------------- your brother taller than you?
3-She is a teacher.

(complete with a verb)
(Complete)

(Ask a question and answer with “yes”)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------4-The tail of the cat is short.

(Use Possessive)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------5-He stayed two weeks there.

(Ask a question)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------6------------------- is the building? It’s 12 floors. (Write a question word)
7-(This – These – Those) are the photos from Sarah’s birthday. (Choose)
8-Chris brother is a teacher.

(Correct the mistakes)

9-The children’s room is on the left. (Use their)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------10-That isn’t our garden.

(Use ours)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------11-There (is – are – am) many flowers in the vase. (Choose)
12-There (is – are – aren’t) a magazine, a vase and a book on the table. (choose)
13-There are some pictures in the book. (Ask a Yes/No question)
14---------------------- some paintings on the wall.

(Complete)

15- There was a big party at school ------------ 4th July 2009. (Complete)
16-Don’t walk --------------- the street alone. (Preposition of movement)
17-Is ------------- Kevin’s sister?

(Use a Personal Pronoun)
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18-I am reading a book to my little sister.(her – us – him)
(Change the underlined part to a pronoun)
19-The books are for Peter.(him – her – you)
20-Can you help my sister and me, please? (her – me – us)
21-There is --------------- coffee in the cup but there isn’t ----------sugar in it.
(Complete)
22-I like going to school -------------- foot. (Complete)
23-This is a big cake. It’s (our – ours – its).
24-This is my shirt and ------------------------ are my trousers.
(Complete with a demonstrative)
25-What is (his – him – he) job? He is a doctor.
26-(What – Where – How) do you like best?
27- ---------------------- do the Robinson live? (Use a question word)
28-These are ( the boy – boys – boys’) toys.
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Unit 1: a- Question Words
Complete with a question word:
1. …………………. is Jane? She is my sister.
2. ………………… are they? They are in New York.
3. …………………… is the concert? 3 hours.
4. ……………………….. sugar you in your coffee? 1 block.
5. ………………………. do you go to the club? Twice a week.
6. ………………. is the weather today? It’s cold.
7. ……………………… toys do your son have? 10 toys
8. ………………….. bag is this? It’s Mark’s.
9. ………………………. is this dress? 1.4 meter.
10.……………..… is it from your school to the cinema? 15 minutes’ walk.

Choose the correct word:
1. (Whose – Who – Which) book is that? It’s mine.
2. (How often – How long) do you play Tennis? Weekly.
3. (What – Where – whose) hat is yours? The blue one.
4. (When –What time – How long) is it? It’s 8 o’clock.
5. (What – When – Where) is she from? She is from England.
6. (Why – What – Whose) were you absent yesterday? Because I was tired.
7. (How long – How tall) is your father? He’s 1.8 meter.
8. (What – Which – Why) is your favourite colour? White.
9. (How long – How far – How often) is it from your home to your friend? An
hours’ drive.
10.(What – Which – How) are you doing? I’m playing.
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Form a question for the following answers:
1. ………………………………………………… ?
It’s not mine, it’s Maria’s.
2. ………………………………………………….?
The exam takes two hours.
3. ………………………………………………….?
It takes two hours’ drive to Alexandria.
4. …………………………………………………..?
I go to the Gym twice a week.
5. …………………………………………………..?
My father bought that watch for me.
6. …………………………………………………..?
I went with my sister to the party.
7. ……………………………………………………?
The shirt costs ten dollars.
8. ……………………………………………………..?
Michael Jordan is two meters.
9. ……………………………………………………..?
I’ve got ten apples.
10.……………………………………………………..?
I prefer the orange shirt.
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Unit 1: b- There is/There are – Some/Any
Rewrite:
1. There is some milk in the fridge.

(Negative)

………………………………………………………
2. There’s no one at home.

(Any)

.………………………………………………………
3. There is an egg on the table.

(Plural)

..………………………………………………………
4. There aren’t any children in the garden.

(use no)

.……………………………………………………………
5. There’re no books on the desk.

(Any)

.………………………………………………………………
6. Yes, there are some toys in the room.

(Ask)

..………………………………………………………………
7. There isn’t any bread.

(some)

…………………………………………………………………
8. There are no bananas.

(some)

……………………………………………………………………
9. Yes, I’m going somewhere today.

(Ask)

……………………………………………………………………
11. There’s some water.

(not)

..…………………………………………………………………
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11. There's an orange.

(Plural)

…………………………………………………………………….
12. There're some girls in the class.

(not)

…………………………………………………………………………….
13. Is there some milk?

(Correct the mistake)

……………………………………………………………………………
14. Is there a pen on the desk?

(Plural)

……………………………………………………………………………
15. Are there any girls in the class?

(Answer with No)

…………………………………………………………………………..
16. There is a bird on the tree.

(any)

………………………………………………………………………………
18. There is a cheese in the kitchen.

(Correct the mistake)

………………………………………………………………………………
19. There isn't some apple juice.

(Correct the mistake)

………………………………………………………………………………
20. I need any mangoes, please.

(Correct the mistake)

……………………………………………………………………………..
21. There is an umbrella.

(Use: any)

………………………………………………………………………………
22. Yes, there is some yoghurt/yogurt on the table.

(Ask)

………………………………………………………………………………..
23. There aren’t some bags in the car.

(Correct the mistake)

……………………………………………………………………………….
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24. I need colas please.

(Correct the mistake)

……………………………………………………………………………….
25. Mark wants coffee.

(Put: Mark and Sally)

……………………………………………………………………………….
26. I bought a tea yesterday.

(Correct the mistake)

……………………………………………………………………………..
27. There is an apple in the fridge.

(Use: some)

……………………………………………………………………………..
28. Is there any cheese?

(Answer with Yes)

……………………………………………………………………………
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Unit 2: “Present Simple”
Re-write the following:
1-Sally (buy) ice cream every day. (Correct the verb)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2-The baby (crys – cry – cries) every night. (Choose)
3- I go to school on Sundays. (Ask a question)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------4-I like playing tennis. (Start with “He”)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------5- What (your sister /work)? (Ask a question)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------6-Lucy plays basketball on Saturdays. (Change into negative)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------7-Our lessons ------------------------ (start) at eight. (Correct the verb)
8-He has lunch at home every day.

(Make negative)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------9-The birds fly North in the spring. (Start with “The bird”)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------10- ----------------- your mum (bakes – bake – baking) cakes at home?
(Complete and Choose)
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11-She writes a letter to her friend. (Negative)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------12-I speak Italian. (Negative)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------13-Danny phones his father on Sundays. (Use When)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------14-Jane never wear jeans. (Correct the mistake)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------15-Peter always -------------------- (hurry) to the bus stop. (Correct the verb)
16-Do you have a big house? (answer with yes)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------17-Elephants have long trunks. (Ask a question)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------18-Children often (make – makes – making) noise.
19-Sally (not like) ------------------------- fish, she (like) ------------ meat. (Complete)
20-No, the sun doesn’t shine in the evening. (Ask)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------21- Sandy (wash – washes – is washing) her face every morning.
22-She is Egyptian. She (come) from Aswan. (Correct the verb)
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23- Water (boils – boil - is boiling ) at 100 degree.
24-- ------------------------------- (watch/ he) the news regularly?
25- Joe (practise) --------------------------- with his father every weekend, but Dennis
(not/ play) ------------------------------ Football very often.
26- Apples ----------------------- (be) good for our health.
27- My mother is tidying the room.

(Use always)

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------28- We ------------------------------ (not go) to the cinema every weekend.
29- -------------------------------- (you/brush) your teeth three times a day?
30- Your mother / drive a car? (Ask and answer with “No” )
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Unit 3: “Adverbs of Frequency”
Re-write the following sentences using the adverbs between brackets in its
correct position:
1-He listens to the radio. (often)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2-They read a book.

(sometimes)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------3-Ramon and Frank are hungry. (often)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------4-They watch TV in the afternoon. (never)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------5-Does Sally do her homework in the evening? (answer with always)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------6-I don’t take sugar in my coffee. (often)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------7-Naughty children (always – never – sometimes) make loud noise. (Choose)
8-Andy lives next door so we (never – often – now) see him.

(Choose)

9-My sister (often misses – misses often – often miss) her phone calls.
10-Nancy and I don’t go out for coffee together. (Use an adverb of frequency)
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11- are / never / school / we / late / for. (Re-arrange)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------12- often / I / food / eat / fast.

(Re-arrange)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------13-lunch / usually / time / do / what / have / you?(Re-arrange)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------14-am / always / Saturdays / I /busy / on.

(Re-arrange)

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------15-usually / it / Summer / it / in / rain / doesn’t.

(Re-arrange)

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------16-I like chocolate so much, I (never – sometimes – usually) eat it.
17-Clever students (never – usually – sometimes) do their homework.
18-Sandy (never – sometimes – usually) washes her teeth, she never forgets that.
19-Meg (sometimes – usually – always) comes early. She’s never late.
20-Mark (doesn’t often – often doesn’t – not often) tidy his room.
21-Tom never (drinks – drink – doesn’t drink) coffee.
22-She (always – often – never) eats chocolate; she doesn’t like it.
23-He doesn’t often (help – helps – helping) his sister.
24-What does (she always – always she – always) wear in Winter?
25-She (not / usually study) on Fridays.

(Correct the verb)
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Unit 4 : “Present Continuous”
Re-write the following:
1-Who (comes – coming –is coming) to your birthday party tonight? (choose)
2-The children are (do – doing – are doing) a lot of noise now. (choose)
3-Fady (brushes – is brushing – brush) his teeth at the moment. (choose)
4-Listen! Susan (sings – singing – is singing) a beautiful song. (choose)
5-Dad (not – work) ------------------------------------in his office at present. (complete)
6-The girl types a letter. (Use: at the moment)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------7-My mum (shop) ----------------------------------------- now. (Correct the verb)
8-I am learning Italian this month. (What)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------9-A plane leaves every hour.

(use: now)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------10-The wind -----------------------(blow) hard now.(Correct the verb)
11------------- father -----------------(read) the newspaper at the moment? (complete)
12-She is playing the piano. (not)
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13-Jack usually wears trousers.(Today)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------14-She (not listen) to the radio now.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------15-Dad (isn’t reading – don’t read – reads) a newspaper. He is watching TV.
16-Smell! Something ------------------------------------- (burn)
17-who ------------------------------------------(come) tonight?
18-Look!The cat (lie) -------------------------------------down the tree.
19-Patty tidies her room every weekend. (use now and ask a question)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------20-Jane and Claire ------------------------------(cook) this afternoon. (correct)
21-It’s Sunday and we --------------------------(clean) the house. (correct)
22- Sophie usually -------------------------(play) the piano on Monday afternoons.
Today she -----------------------------------(watch) TV. (correct)
23-(Is – Does – Are) he writing a letter? Yes, he (is – does – are). (choose)
24- I (have) a great time on this holiday. (Correct the verb)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------25- This term, we (study – is studying – are studying) Science. (choose)
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26- I (not/do) anything now. (Correct)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------27- Quiet please! I---------------------------(write) a test. (correct)
28- He ---------------------------- (wear) a T-shirt and shorts today. (correct)
29- --------------------------------------(the baby / sleep) right now? (correct)
30- -------------------------------------------- (Tom / talk) on phone? (correct)
No, he --------------------------------- (work) on the computer.
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Unit 5: Present Simple vs Present Continuous (Stative Verbs)

Correct the verbs in the following sentences:
1. Look! He (leave) the house.
………………………………………………………………………………………
2. Quiet please! I (write) a test.
…………………………………………………………………………………….
3. She usually (walk) to school.
……………………………………………………………………………………..
4. But look! Today she (go) by bike.
…………………………………………………………………………………….
5. Every Sunday we (go) to see my grandparents.
………………………………………………………………………………….
6. She (have) a car now.
……………………………………………………………………………………….
7. He often (go) to the cinema.
……………………………………………………………………………………..
8. We (play) Monopoly at the moment.
……………………………………………………………………………………..
9. The child seldom (cry).
………………………………………………………………………………………….
10.What (you/think) about the war?
…………………………………………………………………………………………….
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11.I (not / do) anything at the moment.
……………………………………………………………………………………………….
12.This (be) Marc.
……………………………………………………………………………………………..
13.He (wear) a t-shirt and shorts today.
………………………………………………………………………………………….
14.He (eat) an apple at the moment.
………………………………………………………………………………………….
15.This coffee (not/taste) right.
……………………………………………………………………………………………
16.Marc (like) fruits and vegetables.
……………………………………………………………………………………………….
17.He (eat) some fruits every day.
…………………………………………………………………………………………….
18.At the moment, Marc (know) that apples (be) good for his health.
……………………………………………………………………………………………
19.Caroline (have) long blond hair.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………..
20.She usually (wear) glasses, but now she (wear) contact lenses.
………………………………………………………………………………………………..
21.Carla (like) sports.
………………………………………………………………………………………………..
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22.She (play) handball every Monday and Thursday.
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
23.She (have) a bath every evening.
…………………………………………………………………………………
24.Luke (want) to go out now.
………………………………………………………………………………….
25.He (go) to a party next weekend.
…………………………………………………………………………………
26.We (believe) in Silva’s ability to pass the test.
………………………………………………………………………………….
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Unit 6

: “Past Simple”

Re-write the following:
1-We move to a new house last year. (Correct the verb)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2-Nancy / watch / not / television. (Correct the verb)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------3-I (goed – went – gone) to the mall after school. (Choose)
4-My brother (seen – saw – sees) a bear an hour ago.(choose)
5- ------------- Mike visit his grandmother last night? (Complete)
6-Alex did not (work – worked – working) last weekend.
7-You saw Josie’s new dog yesterday. (Make negative)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------8-Sorry, I (wasn’t – didn’t – am not) hear you at the door.(choose)
9-I (studying – study – studied) English for two years. (choose)
10-I ate fish for lunch yesterday. (Ask about the underlined word)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------11-When (did you met did you meet – you met) my mother? (choose)
12-They watch the accident from their house window. (Use yesterday)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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13-They (didn’t break – didn’t broke – wasn’t break) the vase! It (was – is –
were) me.
14-The teacher pointed to the board. (Ask about the underlined word)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------15-My parents (buy) this house six months ago.(Correct the verb)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------16-He hurt his leg because he was not careful. (Ask a question)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------17-The fireman is having an accident. (Start with “Last week”)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------18-I received a letter from France. (Ask and answer with “yes”)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------19-He paid the bill. (Ask about the underlined word)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------20-They felt good. (Ask about the underlined word)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------21-Ginger (have ) lunch at Mac Donald’s yesterday. (Correct the verb)
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22-David (fall) down and hurt his leg last journey.(Correct the verb)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------23-I (do) the shopping last Friday. (Correct the verb)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------24-How (Jack / get) to the supermarket yesterday? (Correct the verbs)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------He (go) there by car. -------------------------------------------------------25-The children (be) very happy because they (see) the clown at the circus
yesterday. (Correct the verbs)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------26-I flew my kite high. (not)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------27-I had a great party (every month – last month – often). (choose)
28-Bill bought a new camera last week. (not)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------29-Ann didn’t (did – do – does) her homework yesterday. (Choose)
30-David (tidy – tidies – tidied) his room yesterday afternoon. (choose)
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Unit 7: “Used to”
Re-write the following:
1-I lived in a flat when I was a child. (Use “used to”)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2-There used to (be – being – been) a lot of trees in this garden. (choose)
3-Before I started driving, I (use to – used to – using to) go to work by bus.
(choose)
4-I /not/hate school.

(Use “used to”)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------5-There was a police station here.

(Use “used to”)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------6-They--------------------------------------------- (not / like) him, but now they’re married.
(Used to)
7- Did you get good grades when you were younger? (Use “used to”)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------8-We / go / to the beach every summer? (Used to)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------9-Julie / study Arabic. (Used to)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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10-I used to (read – reads – reading) a lot. (choose)
11-My mother didn’t (Used to – use to – using to) drink much coffee. (choose)
12-She ------------------------------------------ (not cook) before she got married, but now
she cooks every evening. (Use “used to”)
13-My brother -------------------------------(be) fat but now he’s thin.(Use “used to”)
14-She was a teacher but she isn’t now. (Use “used to”)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------15-They had six cars, but now they‘ve got one. (Use “used to”)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------16-Tilly uses to ride a bicycle when she was young. (Correct the mistake)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------17-Did you use to wearing glasses when you were seven? (Correct the mistake)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------18-Suzy (use to – used to – uses to) study hard when she (is – was – were) at
school. (choose)
19-My mother made a cake on my birthdays. (Use “used to”)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------20-Bill wasn’t clever at school. He didn’t study all his lessons. (Use “used to”)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------21-Peter (won – win – used to win) a prize last week. (Choose)
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22-We used to play hide and seek when we were young. (What)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------23- When she lived in Japan , she (eat) raw fish. (Correct the verb)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------24-Dan used to drink a lot of coffee when he was at the university. (not)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------25-Did you (used to – uses to – use to) (go – going – goes) to that place? (choose)
26-Nina didn’t (use to – uses to – used to) stay up late. (choose)
27-Mark was a clever student.

(Used to)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------28-Robert used to bite his nails. (Ask)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Unit 20: Active and Passive (Present Simple & Past Simple)
Rewrite the following sentences using the words between brackets:
1. The police caught the thief. (The thief)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2.

The girl washed the dishes. (The dishes)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------3.

An earthquake destroyed the village. (change into passive)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------4.

I collect some stamps. (change into passive)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------5.

Children drink milk. (Milk)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------6.

The teacher explains the new vocab every day. (use by)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------7.

William Shakespeare wrote Hamlet. (use written)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------8.

My father drove a race car last year. (change into passive)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------9.

Mona washes the dishes. (The dishes)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------10. They didn't eat their sandwiches. (change into passive)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------11. They visit the tower every day. (change into passive)
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12. A band played music in the party last week. (use by)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------13. Rita answered the questions yesterday. (The questions)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------14. Snow covers the mountains. (change into passive)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------15. The little boy broke the window. (use was)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------16. My mother cleans the house. (The house)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------17. I forgot my purse. (change into passive)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------18. Dalia painted the picture last Monday. (use was)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------19. The thief stole my money. (change into passive)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------20. The dentist removes my bad tooth. (My bad tooth)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------21. The plane dropped a bomb in 1954. (use by)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------22. He draws a map. (change into passive)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------23. She wrote three letters. (Three letters)
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24. My mum bakes nice cakes. (change into passive)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------25. Sally posted the letter. (use was)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------26. Mark spends money foolishly. (Money)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------27. The referee cancelled the game. (change into passive)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------28. The teacher punished the pupils. (The pupils)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------29. Maria lost her watch. (use was)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------30. Andrew got a new camera. (change into passive)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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